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Editorial

Cover Picture: Canal Society volunteers repointing the walls of Lock 17.

I had hoped that this new format newsletter would
be launched with a blaze of good news and photos
of contractor working parties setting too to get the
canal open again in time for our proposed rally at
Frimley next May. Instead, most of this issue is
about the Canal Society rather than the canal.
The reason is sadly that yet another
summer has passed with still no sign of
work starting. We are told that it should
start in September, but we were told in
April that it would start in May, then it was
June, then.....
It is hard to believe that a vast body such
as Surrey County Council, with an annual
budget of £1.6 billion, can be so
inefficient, particularly when its Chief
Executive is being paid £63,000 more
than the Prime Minister!

It is in fact hard not to wonder if we are
being given the run-around and that,
despite public aspirations from the
Council’s Deputy Leader about “a major
renaissance of the canal”, the real aim is
to let it fall quietly into total decay again.
They will then proudly announce that it has being
designated as a wildlife park.
Perhaps I am being unduly cynical, but the Canal
Society seems to be the only thing standing in the
way of this happening. The only other bright spark
seems to be the unexpected appointment of Cllr
Linda Kemeny as the new Chairman of the Canal’s
Joint Management Committee. Linda steps in,
unhampered by any previous involvement with the
JMC, and seems to be determined to make things
happen.
We can only wish her well. Her task seems to me
to be rather similar to a situation I found myself in
many years ago on the John Pinkerton. We were
coming up the cutting above Lock 28 and I
attempted to hook what I thought was a piece of
cloth out of the canal. It turned out to be a
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waterlogged double mattress. I hope Linda has
more success than I did!
* * * * *
As reported elsewhere, the Canal Society has two
new members of its Committee, but we could still
do with one or two more. If you want to see a future
for the canal and are willing to fight for it, please
get in touch.
We are very aware that the average age of our
members is heading steadily upwards and that we
need to make the Society more attractive to
younger potential members. With this in mind, we
are considering “re-branding” the Society.
Older members may be assured that this does not
mean that we are rushing off the hire spin doctors
or PR consultants, but we are thinking of
redesigning the website and possibly even
changing the Society’s name.
A few years ago, Dick Snell, one of our founding
members, pointed out that a lot of the people he
had met at the IWA National Rally were unaware of
the Surrey & Hampshire Canal Society’s
involvement with the Basingstoke Canal, and
suggested that it might be time for a name change.
It is a view shared by many other people who have
dealings with the general public, such as those who
man the sales stand and get fed up with explaining
our purpose over and over again.
Similarly, our logo with its picture of a sailing barge,
does not immediately suggest canals to most
people, even if it does have historic connections.
I think that the newsletter could also do with a makeover to take full advantage of digital colour printing.
Any volunteer designers, or even editors out there?
My background of writing RAE Technical Reports
does not necessarily make for the most appealing
style for a publication like this, so if anyone else
would like to have a go, don’t feel shy about
stepping forward!
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Chairman’s report
Contractor work

Volunteer work

As I write this report in the third week of August, I had
hoped that the essential repairs to the Deepcut
Flight, to be funded by the capital allocations made
by the County Councils in the spring of last year,
would be well underway. Very regrettably, the work
has yet to start. We should remember that it took the
Counties over a year to complete the procedure for
selecting the works contractor and we are
completely at a loss to understand why it took so
long to make the appointment.

As always, the Canal Society’s working parties
have been playing their part in maintaining the
canal and improving its facilities. The new landing
stage at Runways End near Farnborough Airport
was completed in June and the excellent work of the
volunteers is to be recognised by an event held at
the landing stage on 5th September, attended by
representatives of Rushmoor Borough Council and
TAG Aviation, the operators of Farnborough Airport
and the source of funding for the materials used to
construct the wharf.

There are clearly lessons here for the Counties,
particularly in the way in which they work together as
co-owners of the canal. Having appointed the
contractor in the spring, we had confidently
expected, and were led to believe, that the work
would start in May. However, it then became clear
that further procedural steps were required. These
included Cabinet approval by Surrey County Council
and the approval of Natural England (which is still
awaited although reported to be imminent).
As onlookers in this very long-winded and
bureaucratic process, we are bound to conclude
that the whole approach to the capital works
programme has been dealt with in a series of
disjointed actions rather than as a co-ordinated
and planned activity where the different aspects of
the programme are tackled in parallel rather than in
sequence.
So, we are now approaching the end of August
without any evidence of ‘boots on the ground’. This
is especially disappointing as we had hoped that
the work could have progressed over the summer
months and be well advanced by the autumn before
the wet and cold weather sets in. The latest
information from the Canal Director is that the work
will start ‘in September’. At that time he will decide
whether he is expecting to re-open the canal to
through navigation in the spring of next year.
We have made it clear that if the re-opening is
under threat, we will cancel the 21st Anniversary
rally at Frimley Lodge Park in May 2012 and hold a
protest rally at Brookwood instead.
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At the end of June we hosted a visit by the Waterways
Recovery Group who made good progress on the
installation of a landing stage below Lock 1 at
Byfleet. I would particularly like to thank Verna
Smith for all her support in making the arrangements
for the work camp.
We are now looking forward to a further visit by
WRG in October when, as a tribute to Peter Redway,
a large party of WRG volunteers will work on various
projects throughout the length of the canal including
clearance work at Ash Embankment.
As we all know, Peter Redway undertook a huge
amount of behind the scenes work to make these
work camps successful and I am therefore greatly
indebted to Martin Leech, our Vice Chairman, and
Kevin Redway for taking on this very important role.
I am convinced that, by showing the local authorities,
the local communities and the wider public what
volunteers can do, we achieve an impact and an
influence far greater than the size of the Society
would suggest.

Local Authority funding
As we had anticipated, the canal budget has come
under increasing pressure because of the financial
squeeze being applied to local authorities by central
government. As we have often noted in past years,
the significant shortfalls in the contributions by
Runnymede and Surrey Heath Borough Councils
are a particular cause for concern as they not only
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Chairman’s report
pre-date the current round of cost-cutting but may
also encourage other riparian authorities to follow
suit. I was particularly disappointed to witness, at a
recent meeting of the Surrey Heath cabinet, the
almost complete lack of awareness by some
councillors of the way in which the canal is financed
and managed. We clearly face an uphill task in
convincing these councils that the canal is a highly
valued asset in their communities which desperately
needs their support in order to survive.

Canal Society’s Committee
The Committee has been strengthened over the
summer with the arrival of two new members.
Freddie Dawson brings to the Committee her skills
and experience as the proprietor of a business in

North Camp. John Wall, a Hampshire County
Councillor and a former member of Rushmoor
Borough Council, will provide invaluable support to
us in navigating the maze of local authorities (8 in
all) with who we need to deal on a regular basis. I
welcome both Freddie and John to the Committee.
As I said at the AGM in May, the canal continues to
be confronted by a number of significant challenges,
both financial and practical. The Canal Society will
continue to face up to these challenges and we will
do all we can to secure a more sustainable future for
a waterway in which we have all invested so much
of our time and effort over the past 45 years.
Philip Riley
Chairman

New Committee members
Freda (Freddie) Dawson

John Wall

Freddie grew up in Crookham Village and
remembers hiring boats from old Mark Hicks in her
childhood and rowing up towards Odiham. The
canal then was really overgrown and she says that
she always thought it so sad that it had been allowed
to get into such a poor state.

John is an Electrical and Electronic Engineer and
has worked in the space business for over 25
years. He worked at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(RAE) and its successors for 20 years before being
made redundant and now runs a small specialist
consultancy.
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New Committee members
- Freddie Dawson
She says that she thinks it would be really tragic if
the canal fell into disrepair again and hopes that
her business experience (she and her husband run
an engraving company in North Camp) and
experience of serving on many other committees
may be of use to the Society. She was on the
committee of the British Sports Ball, a huge charity
event at the Grosvenor Hotel in London, and also
served on Farnham Town Council’s Millennium
Committee.
Freddie and her husband now live in a house
backing onto the canal in Ash Vale and take great
pleasure in seeing the canal in use by so many
people. To take advantage of the mooring at the
bottom of their garden, they have just bought Dick
and Alison Snell’s boat Athai.

In addition to our two new directors, the Society
has acquired a new archivist to take over from Jill
Haworth, who has decided to step down after many
years of trying to keep the Society’s records in
shape:David Tonkinson

- John Wall
He joined the Inland Waterways Association, of
which he is a life member, and the Canal Society in
the 1980s. Other transport interests include steam
railways and he has a long service award from the
Mid Hants Railway.
Being concerned about his local area he served for
eight years as a Rushmoor Borough Councillor, for
seven of which he was on the Joint Management
Committee and he agrees with the Society
Chairman that it is not currently fit for purpose.
Subsequently he became a Hampshire County
Councillor.
The expertise he brings to the Committee, in addition
to his interests in engineering, heritage and
transport, is an in depth knowledge of Local
Government and its working which can easily be
described, pace Churchill, as “a riddle wrapped in
a mystery inside an enigma.”

North Hampshire Industrial Chaplain ten years ago
that I took it seriously.
Interested in the economic and social life of the
area, I appreciate the importance of the Canal in
the area’s history and its life today. My explorations
led me to trace its path, on foot and by cycle, all the
way from Festival Place to its conjunction with the
Wey Navigation.
In the last three years I’ve been working with the
Church of England’s Guildford Diocese and have
appreciated even more of the waterway’s life in
Surrey and the Hampshire borders.
I’m delighted to be asked to succeed Jill Haworth
and all her good work of caring for the Society’s
treasured archives and look forward to working
with you all.

In the late 1950’s I heard fishy schoolboy tales of the
Basingstoke Canal from friends who lived in Woking.
But it wasn’t until I became the Basingstoke and
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Peace,
David
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From the BCA Hampshire Pound (Odiham to Aldershot) –
Open
Water levels remain fair to date in spite of lower
than average rainfall earlier this year. Daily
monitoring is in place and the BCA team will take
any necessary action according to the agreed
procedures for summer weir and water level settings
to maintain optimal levels on this pound.
Ash Lock
The Lock is open to navigation.
If water levels drop below minus 200 mm then Ash
Lock will be closed to navigation in order to protect
safe navigable levels on the Hampshire Pound.
Again the team will closely monitor this on a daily
basis and issue updated status accordingly.
Deepcut Flight – Temporarily Closed
Final instruction and acquisition of the necessary
consents and assent from Natural England is in
progress. Work will start in September 2011 and
will focus on the demolition and rebuilding of upper
and lower wing walls of Locks 19, 20 and 25. Also
critical repair work is required on the by-passes
and ground paddle equipment. Lock gates will be
replaced where required in a committed attempt to
get this flight open as soon as possible.
Brookwood Flight – Temporarily Closed
The BCA are currently instructing on the fitting of
stop plank grooves and final fitting of the new gates
at Lock 12 with the term contractor.
St John’s Flight – Open
Woking Pound – Open
Water levels have been maintained by backpumping at the Woodham end in accordance with
the agreed conditions and regulations under our
Abstraction Licence to keep this section navigable
during the summer. Due to a leaking bank in the
Woking area where some local flooding has
occurred, it is now necessary to stop the back
pumping and reduce the level slightly to alleviate
this leak until a repair can be carried out. This will be
done ASAP (within the next month) and the team
will monitor conditions and water levels.
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Woodham Flight – Open
Future Navigation on the Basingstoke Canal
Now that the BCA team has been reduced and with
one duty ranger on call and standby, it will no longer
be possible to meet and greet boats in the same
way as we have done in the past. For some of you
who are experienced boaters this may come as a
blessing but it does pose a serious problem for us
all.
Due to water level management requirements,
especially in the vicinity of the House Boats between
locks 1 and 3, we have to caulk up the upper gates
and ground paddle gear with damp woodchip to
stem the flow and loss of water through them. The
rangers normally do this by standing on the balance
beam in the case of upper gates. The issue we now
have is one of safe working and in relation to
working at height. I would welcome your comments
and views on this as we are desperately trying to
find a solution to this. The Basingstoke Canal is one
of few (if not the only one) that has this constant
problem.
We now need to progress the previously discussed
volunteer approach to managing the navigation an open access policy with the Boating Clubs
essentially managing the navigation and the BCA
Team looking after the water level management
side. In order for this to work we need your
cooperation and commitment. Before we can do
this the issues to be further discussed and resolved
are:
·

With a reduced ranger team and only one
standby ranger on call, we will not be able to
assist with the passage of boats at weekends
or Bank Holidays at all.

·

British Waterway padlocks can be used at the
bottom and tops of all flights to allow access to
visiting boats with a BW Key. Without calking up
the ground paddles and gates after passage,
the risk of a flight quickly draining down is high
and this would be a serious problem for the
House Boats and be a total show stopper for the
navigation.
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Navigation Update
·

·

As we replace new gates an opportunity to
improve their design and water tightness exists
and the BCA working with our term contractor
will pursue that approach. Also under investigation is the material and method of installation /
fitting of ground paddles to see if improvements can be achieved in their use.
Studies are underway to look at how best to
manage back pumping and recycling of lost
water on the Woodham, St John’s Flights and
Woking Pound.

Please check current navigation status with
the Office 01252 370073 before any planned
passage during the week.

are starting to turn favourably in the direction we
ALL want them to and these are the positives:
·

·
·

·
·

Please note that the BCA will not be able to
manage the navigation and allow visiting boats
at weekends or Bank Holidays from now on.
This will mean that unless we can find
satisfactory alternative arrangements to
manage loss of water and maintain safe levels
for the House Boats. The Woodham Lock
Flight will remain closed outside normal
working hours.
Ian Brown
Canal Director
Not surprisingly, the last paragraph provoked an
immediate flurry of angry e-mails from the Canal
Society and the Basingstoke Boating Club.
The restrictions on navigation are clearly
something that needs to be sorted urgently as,
amongst other things, the usual Illuminated Boat
Procession in Woking will not be taking place if
weekend navigation is not allowed.
What is needed are constructive meetings, not emails, and this was agreed by John Davison, the
Countryside Operations Manager for
Hampshire County Council and effectively Ian
Brown’s boss, who wrote to Philip Riley, the canal
Society’s Chairman:

We now have the contractor, the consents,
the specs and the working methods for the
priority repairs to the Deepcut locks,
embankments in Surrey and embankments
in Hampshire.
We start the reviewed Ranger Team in 6
days time.
We have proposals now which we need to
share with you and all other stakeholders
and potential partners/volunteers where
appropriate.
A workshop is now being prepared for the
User’s Group Forum on Wednesday 14th
Ian has made good progress on a
sustainable business plan for the Canal.

In particular we have had a first fact finding meeting
earlier this week with colleagues in Hampshire’s
property business section to kick start the feasibility
study for Ash Lock - the next stage is to reconfirm
the potential partners’ needs for operational and
administrative space (includes BCA,
Blackwater Valley and Canal Society).
So things are moving in the right direction and we
now need to start engaging the right groups and
individuals as the solutions to the various problems
which we have all encountered recently are
within touching distance and it will need a shared
ownership to achieve them. Thanks for your
continued commitment to the Canal - I hope we can
now start ticking things off more rapidly than at any
time in the recent past and look back on these times
as being a turning point.
We will shortly be in touch with yourself and others
to arrange feedback and input into the various
issues as and when appropriate. “
In a separate e-mail to me, John said
“I genuinely believe that we are now in a position to
move forward with everything coming nicely
together.”

“I suggest we all look forward now as events
Let’s hope his belief can be turned into actions!
Basingstoke Canal News Autumn 2011
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Events
CHOBHAM SOCIAL MEETINGS
Time flies and after a successful 2010/11 season
of talks the new programme will commence in
October and run through as usual until April 2012.
The venue will be the usual one at The Parish
Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Station Road,
Chobham, near Woking (See map right for exact
location).
Meetings will start at 8pm on the third Wednesday
of the month. Coffee/tea and biscuits will be
available during the interval. Non-members and
friends are very welcome to come along.
Wednesday 19th October 2011
Adrian Softley - ‘ Boat and Barge Building at
Honey Street’
Adrian Softley from the Barge Inn at Horton, near
Devizes, will describe the history of the famous
barge building base on the Kennet and Avon Canal
and will also talk about the building of the replica
barge ‘Unity’ in 2005.
Wednesday 16th. November 2011 - 8pm
Roger Squires - ‘Waterways of South Holland’
A welcome return visit from one of our regular
speakers, Roger will describe a circular tour of
South Holland’s waterways including the little visited
but very busy Twentee Canal. This is a new waterway
constructed for the growing industry of this part of
Holland.

Wednesday 21st. December 2011 - 8pm
Richard Thomas - ‘ The Gunpowder Plot’
Richard, a regular speaker over the years, will
return to take a look at the background of the
“Powder Treason” and the involvement of Catesby,
Percy and Guido Fawkes and the ten other
conspirators who laid the Plot. He will examine
closely the events of early November in 1605 and
will follow the flight and fate of the conspirators
and we will hear of the trial and executions of those
who were captured.
For further information on this talks programme,
please contact David Millett on 01252 617364 or
email d.millett7@ntlworld.com

Fox & Hounds Rally
Come along to the Fox & Hounds pub in Fleet on Saturday, 17th September and enjoy this annual boat
gathering.
There should be the chance to admire the beautiful launches of the Steam Boat Association and, hopefully
some of the boats still resident on the top pound. The Basingstoke Canal Boating Club, which organises
the event, will have a stand there, as will the Canal Society and the local branch of the IWA.
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Events
Mikron Theatre

Above: Nicola Redman, Adrian Palmer, Dan Wilder and Sally Ann Staunton
The Mikron Theatre paid their annual visit to the
Basingstoke Canal on July 3rd. The weather was
kind so the show took place as advertised behind
the Fox & Hounds pub in Fleet.
It was, I thought, one of the best and most enjoyable
Mikron performances that I have seen for many
years. The theme of course helped - essentially the
launch of the British canal system by the building
of the Bridgewater Canal.
The story of Francis Egerton, his land agent John
Gilbert, the great canal engineer James Brindley
and the enigmatic lady in Egerton’s life, the
Dowager Duchess of Hamilton, was told with great
energy and enthusiasm. Whether any of the
characters bore any resemblance to the real people
really doesn’t matter - the basic history was right
and it was all great fun!
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It did highlight, in fact, an interesting historical point.
After his return from his continental tour, where he
was much taken with the canals linking the Atlantic
coast of France to the Mediterranian, Egerton dived
into London society and rapidly fell for Elizabeth
Gunning, the beautiful widowed Duchess of
Hamilton.
They became engaged, but the affair ran into
trouble when Elizabeth refused Egerton’s demand
that she disown her sister, who had become
embroiled in a scandal. Both of them refused to
back down and the marriage was called off. The
Duke refused to have dealings with any other
women and devoted himself to his canals and
business for the rest of his life.
Would we have our canals today without Elizabeth
Gunning and her wayward sister?
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John Pinkerton During the last few years we have been able to
recruit more crew for the John Pinkerton trip boat
but NO-ONE has been able to train as a skipper for
this year. The situation is now becoming quite
serious as we only just have the minimum number
of captains to cover our charter and public trips and
are in serious danger of having to cancel booked
trips. We desperately need volunteers to undertake
skipper training this autumn and next spring.
The JP provides the Canal Society with over two
thirds of its income and we must preserve this
considerable source of revenue.
Surely we must have some members in the Canal
Society who have experience, and are confident in
operating canal boats? You will not be doing it by
yourself. Instead you will be part of a team. The
team is made up of people who look after the
physical boat maintenance, others who instruct the
crew in boat operation and problem solving, and
those who stock the bar, refuel, top up the water, do
the pumpout, and update the manuals that provide
boat records and guidance in any unexpected
enroute problems.

If you volunteered you would not just be given the
keys on day one as it was when the John Pinkerton
started operating over thirty years ago. You would
be introduced to the boat technically to show how it
works, operationally to give general boat handling
practice and advice on passenger handling, and
legally to show the basis on which we operate under
maritime regulations. Ultimately you will realise that
with your already gained canal experience, plus
tuition, plus applying a good dose of common
sense, operating the JP could be quite straight
forward and very rewarding and above all, enjoyable.
So if you are that sort of person who could take
charge of the John Pinkerton trip boat on the
Basingstoke Canal, operating on a length with just
one lift bridge and no locks, based at Odiham,
could you please contact me, Peter Wright on
01344 772461 to find out how you could help earn
the Canal Society on average over twenty thousand
pounds each year to benefit the Basingstoke Canal.
Peter Wright
Chairman, Surrey & Hants Canal Cruises

Please give consideration to Peter Wright’s appeal.
We are contemplating the purchase of a boat to
replace the John Pinkerton, which is 34 years old
now. This is likely to cost somewhere in the region
of £150,000 and we cannot contemplate this sort
of expenditure if we don’t have enough people to
man the new boat.
The reason that we are thinking of procuring a new
boat is the fear that the Maritime Coastguard
Agency may decide at some stage that the current
one is no longer acceptable to them because of
the double-skinned bottom which could allow
undetectable corrosion to take place. Their
regulations all seem to be based on sea-going
vessels and they seem to have difficulty in
accepting the low risk associated with a boat which
normally only has about a foot of water under it and
is seldom more than 10 feet from dry land. Some
of their requirements for captains are equally
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unreasonable for calm shallow waters.
We have written to the Secretaty od State for
Transport, Philip Hammond, who happens to be
one of our Vice-Presidents, appealing to him to
inject some common sense into the situation. We
copied the letter to our other MP Vice-Presidents
are received an encouraging reply from Gerald
Howarth in which he said:
“Many thanks for the email which I’m afraid does
not surprise me. The entire nation is slowly being
strangled by regulation, often dressed up as
‘health and safety’ and much emanating from
Brussels over which we have virtually no control.
As one who recently enjoyed a wonderful
afternoon on the John Pinkerton I know what a
valuable asset it and the canal are to the local
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appeal for new Captains
community and what sterling work your volunteers
perform. I’ll see if James, Michael, Maria,
Jonathan and I can put together a joint letter to
Philip Hammond. I’ll set the balling rolling by
preparing a draft for their consideration.”
We’ll seewhether this achieves anything.
We pointed out in our letter to Mr Hammond that
such heavy-handed regulation ran the risk of
undermining the Government’s Big Society concept
in which volunteer effort is used to achieve the aims
of society.
To add to the problems of the Boat Company,
Hampshire County Council has decided to sell the
barn and piece of land on which the Pinkerton
isnormally moored.
We could manage without the barn, but the loss of
therelatively secure mooring would expose the boat
to the risk of vandalism and could put the whole

operation at risk. This has been explained to the
County and we have put in a bid to buy the land, but
we are not the only people interested in it.
Coupled with the threatened reductions in canal
funding and the diminishing likelihood of any
dredging being done in the near future, these factors
are going to make any decision spending over half
the Society’s resources on a new boat a very brave
one.
But the biggest threat to the continuing
success of our boating operation and our
main source of income is lack of captains and
crew, so it really is up to the membership! As
Peter says, being a Captain is really not all that
demanding and he has done a great job of
ensuring that the necessary back-up
organisation is in place.
Please give it some thought - we need you!

LETTER
At the JMC, the possibility of a ‘gate tax’ or bank
use tax on properties was mentioned. Many years
ago, a property in Woking, now under a block of
flats, had a front gate opening onto the tow-path.
The New Basingstoke Canal tried to charge them
for use of the towpath, the owners immediately
chained the gate and put up chain link fence to
prevent the gate’s use.
I own the bank above water level; this was bought at
some bankrupt occasion, so I paid the county 300
pounds to break through the bank for a mooring.
The idea was to moor offline in a narrow section. I
thought I would enjoy the use of the bank, but soon
found my neighbours had been taught how to throw
stones. So we have never had a party on the edge
of the bank, as my wife has been hit three times by
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stones. Recently Paul Garrett’s boat has been
damaged by stones: we called out the local police.
My neighbour who has a house 20 feet from the
water has grown a thick hedge to slow down the
stones’ speed.
So the enjoyment of having a house on the canal
bank, is not that great. We really look upon the water
as a barrier between ourselves and the estate. Now
that the towpath is used more, we have lost our
privacy. So if the property tax is to be based on
enjoyment, we should be paid.
L.E. Haworth(Pablo)
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Work Party
Following the successful completion of
the mooring at Runway’s End, the
Work Party returned to Lock 17 to deal
with the urgent need to re-point the
walls of the lock chamber.
It rapidly became clear that a bit more
than simple re-pointing was needed
in some areas. The worst spot was on
the off-side below the lower gates,
where severe erosion of the brick work
had been caused by the outflow from
the paddle . Dave Lunn had to dig out
and replace nearly 200 bricks(Right).
The tedious job of digging out the old
crumbly mortar and injecting new has
been going well and it is hoped to
complete the job in September.
The next job will be the installation of
a commemorative stone naming Lock
11 “Redway Lock”. In addition to her
IT and plumbing abilities, Work Party
member Janet Buckley is a skilled
amateur stone mason, so will be doing
the job.
After that, the work party will move to
Hampshire, where it is planned to
make life easier for boaters by
installing landing points on the offside
bank at the Crookham swing bridge
and, hopefully, easing the operation of
the bridge itself.
The Waterway Recovery Group spent
a week on the canal working on the
installation of a much-needed landing
below Lock 1 to give incoming boats
somewhere to wait for the escorting
ranger (Opposite top). The BCA
rangers have also been at work at
Lock 1, installing new paddle gear.
This is rotated 90 degrees to the old
arrangement, so that the operator is
page 12
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Work Party
Society. About a quarter of them are either
under way or have been approved by the
BCA. Some of these will be done by the Term
Contractor, while others have been
earmarked for WRG and the Canal Society.
Clearly no shortage of work for volunteers.
Contact numbers
Janet Buckley 01252 620787
Kevin Redway 01483 722206
Dave Lunn
01483 771294

Farewell Zak
no longer required to be pushing the windlass
towards the canal with its attendant risk of falling in
if anything slips. Eventually all the paddles will be
to the new standard.
The landing job will be finished off in October when
WRG plan a massive effort on the Basingstoke in
honour of Peter Redway’s memory. As many as
100 people are expected over the 8/9 October
weekend.
A major event during the weekend will be the formal
naming of Redway Lock and the unveiling of the
stone.

The Work Party lost one of its most faithful members
recently, when Kevin Redway’s dog Zak was
suddenly taken ill at Lock 17. The vet later diagosed
a tumour on the spleen and sadly that was the end
of the road for the Million-Mile dog, so nicknamed
because of the vast number of miles he had done
in the cab of Kev’s lorry.
Zak was his constant companion and loved nothing
better than being involved in something interesting
on the canal. He will be greatly missed and we send
our condolences to Kevin on this latest loss. We
will miss him too.

Making full use of 100 people is a major challenge,
but fortunately the Canal Authority has a requirement
for the offside bank of the Ash Embankment to be
cleared to facilitate its inspection for any signs of
leaks or intrusion by burrowing animals. A repeat
of the 1968 breach would be a disaster as a lot of
houses would now be vulnerable to flooding.
If enough people turn up, some bank clearance
work in Hampshire may be done, where
overhanging trees between Barley Mow and
Chequers Bridge are reported to be causing
problems for canoeists.
A database of nearly 100 potential jobs on the canal
has been drawn up by the BCA and the Canal
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The Grand Contour Canal
Roger Reed kindly sent me a photocopy of a page
from Eric de Mare’s “The Canals of England”,
which he had bought from the IWA Bargain Corner.
The book first appeared in 1949 and it described
the Basingstoke Canal as “semi-derelict but lower
section sometimes used.”
It then goes on to say
“Mr J F Pownall has prepared an excellent scheme
which would join the canal to the Kennet and Avon
above Newbury, giving a single pound 40 miles
long. The canal would then act as a through route
for navigation and also as a local water distributor
giving underground storage in the Bagshot Hills for
use by the Metropolitan Water Board, as an
alternative to the Enborne reservoir scheme. The
proposal would give a broad boat route between
London and Bristol 20 miles shorter than the
present one via the Thames and the Kennet and
Avon as it would cut out the Thames windings.
Estimated cost: £1,712,000,”
This contrasts with Roger Reed’s idea for a link
between the Basingstoke and the K&A, which
would need about 16 locks. This, however, would
be a much shorter link up to Reading.
Pownall clearly didn’t like locks and his big idea,
proposed in 1942, was for a lock-free ship canal

on the 310 foot contour to link most parts of the
country using boat lifts to connect to existing rivers.
300 ton continental style barges were to ply to most
major cities from Bristol to London and
Southampton to Newcastle.
The country was otherwise occupied in 1942 and
the idea never got off the ground, but it does bob
up again from time to time. Back in June, Boris
Johnson was suggesting that it should be revived
as a means of transferring water from the wet north
of England to the South East, which at the time was
suffering from drought.
Pownall himself clearly didn’t give up easily and
there is correspondance between him and Mrs Joan
Marshall, who managed the Basingstoke Canal in
the 1950s. Her archives were transferred to the
Surrey History Centre in Woking, where they have
been catalogued. If you go on the internet to
http://www.exploringsurreyspast.org.uk/GetRecord/
SHCOL_7661
and look for Grand Contour Canal, there is a list of
documents relating to the scheme.
I shall have a look and see if it is worth an article for
a future issue of the BCN.

New format for the BCN
In case anyone is wondering why some photos are
in black and white while most are in colour, I felt
that an explanation of the new print setup might be
in order.

the articles so that those with nice photos appear
on the colour pages. Inevitably, it is not going to be
possible to get them all on the right page, as with
the photo opposite.

We have switched to digital printing and each 24
page copy of the newsletter starts life as 3 sheets
of A3 sized paper. For reasons of economy, we
are only printing 2 of these in colour on one side
only. This gives 8 colour pages with the rest just
black and white.

Maybe we will increase the number of colour pages
if we think it is worth the extra money, but part of
the reason for change was to reduce our costs.
Meanwhile, if you want it all in colour, take the email edition.
Roger Cansdale, Editor

The editor therefore has to do his best to compose
page 14
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Trip to the National
To remind ourselves of the joys of boating on
most canals, let’s join Kathryn Dodington for a trip
to the IWA National Rally:
Brian Bickell and I decided to attend the IWA
National Festival in Burton-on-Trent as a
reason for exploring the some of the canals
in the Midlands

Above: Orion’s Wey and Leo No 2 on ‘the wall’
before heading for Burton (KD)
We set off immediately after the Guildford Festival
Boat Gathering as the IWA Festival was being held
a month earlier than in has been in the past at the
request of the traders who attend this event.
We went quietly up to Windsor on the first day
where it poured with rain so we moored on ‘back
doubles’. As the weather was brilliant and we had
some time we stayed in Windsor the following day.
Onwards and at Boveney Brian ascertained he
needed a pumpout so we made our way into the
Tingdene marina – 20 mins in and the same out. It
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was blowing hard with showers of rain and with
the limited space in which to turn, manoeuvring
wasn’t too easy. Might try the one just around the
corner at Windsor Marina next time.
We carried on to Henley and moored, breasted up,
on the council moorings, which were the cheapest
ones there(£9 per boat per
night) – with the Henley
Festival on, moorings were
eye wateringly expensive. We
had a slight issue with two
boats, which moored in front
of us, used the same mooring
rings as us and managed to
break them. The issue was
that they were more
concerned with the rear ropes
on their boats than the front
ropes on ours as our boats
were being moved outwards
by the wind and current. We
spent a couple of days in
Henley and then moved just
above Marsh Lock on idyllic
moorings.
We had an agreement to help
my friend Sue move the final bits and pieces out of
her house in Abingdon so we had some time to
get there. We spent time at Pangbourne (excellent
pies), in Wallingford and just above Days Lock
(where we passed a happy hour with Brian and
Margaret Oliver on Zavala) before arriving in
Abingdon and mooring on the park side. At one
stage we met some Kiwis who were friends of my
late Mum and Dad – small world. We had some
time to kill so after looking after the boats I
introduced Brian to the joys of his bus pass by
having an enjoyable day in Oxford.
Sue’s house was sorted and we moved on towards
Oxford on a day when the rain came down in
buckets. However we made it to Kings Lock and
then turned down Dukes Cut and onto the Oxford
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Trip to the IWA
and the narrow locks. We spent some time
slowly moving up the Oxford (and enjoying the
odd shaped hexagonal locks at each end of
the river section) and onwards to Banbury
where we made use of the large Morrisons at
bridge 168.
Right: A tight fit – Leo No 2 squeezing into
Somerton Deep Lock
The further we went up the Oxford the more
surprised we were by the revolting state of the
liveaboard boats – some of them really defy
belief.
On the Oxford summit I met some friends going
in the opposite direction and then we passed
Barry and Margaret on Travellers Joy making
their way south. We moored at bridge 127 and
were treated to a wonderful display of a funnel
cloud. (Below)

and just short of Fazeley Junction. We were
amazed by the working boats at Alvecote.
Then on the following day to Alweras
(pronounced Ol we rus we understand) and
a meeting with Rod and Val on Hazell Nut.
The following day we made our way down
to our moorings on the Festival site below
Dallow Lane Lock. Very tight going through
the main festival site.

Onwards to the Napton Flight where a hotel boat
pair tried to bully their way into a lock ahead of us
although it was clearly ours. Onwards to Braunston
Marina for a top up of fuel and a pumpout.
The following day it was Rugby and more friends
on the towpath on two separate occasions – finally
an excellent mooring just below Glascote Locks
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The Festival itself was good fun, with Rod
and Val winning the trophy for the best boat
at the show with Hazell Nut.
Right: Rodney Wardlaw receiving his award from
Clive Henderson IWA Chairman
It seemed the Festival was not too much of a
success for the traders with most of them saying
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National Rally
that business was not good. The goody bag lacked
much substance in my view with the brass plaque
and the leaflet from the Historic Narrowboat Owners
Club about the dangers of Wiels disease being the
most interesting.
Our return was to retrace our steps to Fazeley
Junction and then take the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal into Birmingham which was very
short of water in places. We found a wonderful
mooring just after Fazeley Junction and another
excellent one at the start of the Grand Union at Star
City.
Onwards down the Grand Union, with fears being
expressed about the state of the Oxford due to
water levels, and the huge locks at Knowle where
we spent a pleasant evening. The following day it
was down the Hatton 21 (quite an experience but
nothing like as bad as the stories we had heard) to
a pleasant mooring at Cape Locks.

Reports of the Oxford were getting worse so we
kept in contact with Hazell Nut and Zavala on a
regular basis. We had a long day after Cape Locks
with the Fosse Flight (where I stepped off the boat
without the rope in hand!) and the Stockton Flight.
We were delighted to find the Warwickshire Branch
of the IWA running a ‘lock ransom’ at Calcutt. A
quick call to Hazell Nut suggested we should push
on as far as we could up the Napton Flight where
we moored behind Rod and Val below the first of
the Marston Doles locked locks. Off at 08:30 with
Brian understandably a little concerned about his
starter battery, which was smelling like rotten eggs.
We made it over the Oxford summit in one go and
moored below the Gaydon Flight with excellent help
from British Waterways’ staff.
On to Banbury, where Brian called out River Canal
Rescue to help with the battery – it was the alternator
at fault but he also changed the starter battery. We
spent just over a day sorting the electrics on Brian’s
boat but we couldn’t have gone on just in case the
battery had given up.
To Thrupp with Hazell Nut and an excellent ham
egg and chips in the Boat Inn followed by a cream
tea at the local tea shop (and no evening meal).
Onwards the following day and back on the Thames
to Abingdon (Hazell Nut turned up the Thames to
Lechlade) and then back to the Wey three days
later.
Six weeks seems a long time to be away and yet
some of it we seemed to have rushed – mainly
because the short-term licences were very
expensive.
I think we’d both do it all again – it was a great
experience.
Kathryn Dodington
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Situations
The following appeal has been published on the Society’s website to try to attract
professional volunteers from outside the Society, but this does not mean that
members would not also be welcome if they fancy taking on these jobs.
ARE YOU A PROFESSIONAL WHO WOULD LIKE TO DONATE YOUR TIME AND
SKILLS TO THE BENEFIT OF THE BASINGSTOKE CANAL? IF SO, READ ON:
The Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society is seeking professional volunteers to fill a number of key roles
related to the enhancement of the Basingstoke Canal.
The Society committee are involved in many initiatives related to the canal, but there are a number of
potential projects which require time and/or expertise that the current members do not have. We are
therefore looking for suitable individuals with appropriate sets of skills who, working with the Society
committee, are willing to assume leadership of these projects and take them forward.
The specific roles that need filling at this time are a Planning Specialist and a Project Manager.
Other posts may be advertised in due course.
Currently there is no closing date for applications. Contact details are given at the end of each job
description. As previously stated, these are volunteer positions and carry no remuneration, but reasonable
expenses will be paid. The posts are likely to interest professionals who have recently retired. Having an
interest in the canal network is an advantage but not essential.
Planning Specialist
The Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society takes a very close interest in proposals to develop land
adjoining the Basingstoke Canal. The Society is particularly concerned to ensure that the uniqueness of
the canal environment is not adversely affected by unsuitable new building and that rural landscapes are
protected and preserved. Where developments are allowed, the Society applies pressure to ensure
that the development is appropriate to the canal environment (for example in its scale, layout, use of
materials etc) and that the canal receives direct benefits from the premiums obtained by developers
from canal-side sites. At the present time, major developments are planned in Aldershot, Deepcut,
Brookwood and Woking all of which could generate significant advantages for the canal. In order to put
forward its case, the Society needs to deal, on a regular basis, with the 6 District authorities and the two
County Councils who are members of the canal partnership and who, in the case of the Districts, are
responsible for planning policy. Contacts are maintained with elected councillors, local government
officials, developers, the Basingstoke Canal Authority, residents associations and other organisations
involved in the development process.
In order to put forward its case on new developments, the Society needs to identify a professional
volunteer who can work with us to promote our ideas and to secure the results which we are seeking to
attract from development proposals. Key attributes for the position are an ability to review and comment
on development proposals and the capability to communicate the Society’s case both in writing and by
direct contact with decision makers. A background in planning would be an advantage but by no means
essential. The nature of the role means that the workload will be variable, but is estimated to require
about 3-4 days per month on average. Reasonable expenses will be paid. For further information or to
discuss the position in more detail, please contact the Society’s Chairman, Philip Riley, at
chairman@basingstoke-canal.org.uk.
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vacant
Project Manager for a water back-pumping (recycling) scheme at Brookwood
The Basingstoke Canal has always suffered from a shortage of water, particularly in the summer months.
This is partly due to the fact that the Canal does not have the advantage of a ‘summit’ reservoir. Following
the restoration of the Canal and its re-opening in 1991, the Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society has
been working with the Basingstoke Canal Authority to identify ways in which the water supply can be
improved. The Society hopes to set up a Water Resources committee which will be tasked with identifying
initiatives in this respect.
Pioneered by the previous chairman, the late Peter Redway, and with the help of a volunteer workforce,
two back-pumping schemes at the lower locks in Surrey, one in Woodham, and the other in St John’s,
Woking have already been completed. These schemes enable more efficient use of water by recycling
back to the top of the respective lock flights water which has flowed through the locks as boats pass
through. Provisional plans exist for a further scheme to recycle water at the Brookwood flight of 3 locks,
but were not completed before Peter’s death.
The Society is looking for a volunteer project manager to pick up the Brookwood back-pumping scheme
where Peter Redway left it. Working with the Water Resources committee, the Society committee, the
Basingstoke Canal Authority and local authorities, this individual will:
- Carry out a review of the viability of the Brookwood back-pumping scheme as proposed, and make
recommendations on the best way forward. In particular, to consider whether the scheme should be
undertaken as a discrete project or whether it should be considered as part of a more ambitious scheme
to install back-pumping for both the Brookwood and Deepcut Flights comprising a total of 17 locks.
If appropriate, then:
- Engage with the relevant authorities and the Society volunteer working party to develop the project
plan and costings for the construction of the scheme
- Manage the construction of the scheme with the help of Society volunteers and specialists where
necessary.
The project will require a substantial fund raising exercise, which will be the responsibility of the Society
Committee.
We envisage that the candidate is likely to be a civil or water engineer by profession, with experience of
managing small to medium construction projects. The applicant is likely to be involved with this project
for 2 or more years. Reasonable expenses will be paid. For further information or to discuss the position
in more detail, please contact the Society’s Chairman, Philip Riley, at chairman@basingstoke-canal.org.uk.

There will be other vacancies for volunteers advertised, so if you are looking for something to
do, but neither of these jobs appeal, do please keep an eye on the Society’s website, or, better
still, contact the Society directly and let us know your interests and aptitudes. There is sure to
be something that would suit you.
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Lookback
From Society Newsletter No. 99 October 1981
·

Good news is that a planning application by the
owners of the 57 acre Frimley Lodge Farm has
been turned down on appeal by the Secretary of
State for the Environment Michael Heseltine.
What is more the site has now been acquired by
Surrey Heath Borough Council for use as an
open space recreational area, with the
Basingstoke Canal in mind.
The Secretary of State ‘’agreed with the
inspector that the need for (housing) sites is not
such as to outweigh the objections to the
proposed development on the grounds of the
contribution that the sites make as a green
wedge and in relation to the setting of the
Basingstoke Canal”. The canal is described as
a ‘green lung’ passing as it does through an
intensely and increasingly developed area. The
decision is a victory for the Basingstoke Canal,
the Society (who gave evidence at the inquiry)
and Councillor Ray Warden, formerly chairman
of the Recreation Committee of Surrey Heath
BC and now chairman of the Planning
Committee.
The decision agrees with the Society’s strongly
held platform that the canal must be given every
consideration in the development of this area
otherwise the canal restoration will be
meaningless in the long term. An application by
Charles Church to develop the east side of the
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canal on the MOD land opposite Frimley Lodge
Farm has been turned down but is being
appealed and a Public Inquiry will be held.
·

The most encouraging recent working party
development has been the establishment of the
Society’s regular lock working party, formerly at
Deepcut, at the St. Johns Flight in Woking. This
has joined up with the already established local
working party at St. Johns headed by Ken Halls
and Peter Redway. Overall the Society now has
twelve separate working parties working on
restoration along the length of the canal.

·

Clive Durley, the John Pinkerton Booking’s
Manager, has reported that the season is going
well and that the crews are doing a wonderful
public relations job for the canal judging from
the letters received from satisfied customers
and tour organisers. Comments include the
“friendly and informative approach” of the crews.

·

When the ‘John Pinkerton’ broke down in August,
the Boat Company was in danger of having to
cancel some bookings until a new clutch plate
could be fitted. Fortunately the dredger team
came to the rescue by providing one of the
Society’s tugs to keep the trip boat operating.
Below: The John Pinkerton being given a push
tow by one of the Society’s tugs.
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David Millett

Vice-President

Bryan Jones, the Society’s Treasurer and
another member of the tug crew gave up the
best part of two days to maintain the scheduled
trips.
·

The dredging operation in Hampshire with the
steam dredger ‘Perseverance’ has been
hampered this summer by the need to replace
the cracked kingpost and the railway group on
the Ash Embankment are now clearly
approaching the end of their epic task there.
The volunteer lock gate working party is now
well established and making good progress.
At Cowshot Bridge at Deepcut, the basic arch
of the new bridge has now been built, and the
wooden centering has been removed.

left free of boats and kept as a nature reserve.
The Society believes that this section needs
dredging because the accumulated silt is
spreading into the winding hole and is
increasingly blocking the springs in the bed of
the canal just east of the tunnel portal. This is the
canal’s main source of water. Watch this space.
·

Anxieties have been expressed about the
County Council’s mechanical dredging work in
Surrey and that it will destroy all the wild flowers.
Ken Halls has commented that the dredgings
which have been placed by Lock 11 to increase
the level by the lock has provided us with a great
variety of plants, so refuting these anxieties. He
has identified twenty seven different types of
plant which is very impressive. Nature soon
recovers after disturbance.

Below: The basic arch complete.
· A letter to the Editor
comments that reports of
working parties seem to
indicate that they are an
exclusively
male
preserve. On the contrary
there are many wives and
girlfriends and unattached
ladies who take part and
need to be acknowledged. Why let the men
have all the fun? It is
satisfying and rewarding
work and an antidote to
household chores and
reading
Christmas
present catalogues! The
writer calls on more ladies
to come along and help
the restoration and work
The main task is now to raise the remaining
£3250 required to pay for the materials to be
used in the bridge’s construction.
·

A debate is taking place about the section of the
canal between the winding hole by the aqueduct
and the eastern portal of Greywell tunnel. A view
has been put forward that this section should be
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in the fresh air.

And finally, I was astonished to find that I was
being congratulated in “Gongoozler’s Gossip”
on the birth of my son, Jamie. He was 30 last
week - don’t the years fly.
Editor
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SHCS notes
LENGTHSMEN

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY REPORT

Following the appeal for members to offer
themselves as lengthsmen in the March Bulletin, a
number of members came forward and have now
commenced their activities relating to their chosen
stretch of the canal. These activities are primarily
to act as “the eyes and ears” of the canal by regularly
walking or cycling along one or more lengths of
roughly 1 mile, keeping an eye on the waterway
itself and the adjacent canal land and its boundaries
with adjoining land and reporting anything that might
need attention. This might cover fallen trees,
dumping of material, a water leak, towpath
erosion or anti-social behaviour. Some may wish
to get further involved by clearing litter and keeping
back the vegetation on the towpath.

As most of you will know, we are now publishing
regular news bulletins by e-mail. If you are not
already receiving these and would like to in future,
please send me an e-mail so that I can add your email address to the bulletin list. You can also
receive your quarterly newsletter by e-mail instead
of post if you prefer so please advise me if you
would like to do this. With the ever increasing
postage costs, it saves the Society quite a lot of
money to use e-mail where possible.

There are still some parts of the canal not covered
by the existing or new lengthsmen. These are
·
·
·

from the River Wey junction to Lock 6
from Monument Bridge to Lock 7, and
from Pirbright Bridge to Lock 22.

Further west, no-one is currently keeping an eye on
the stretch
·
·

A warm welcome to the following members who
have joined us in the last few months:
Malcolm Kersley of Basingstoke
Freddie Dawson of Ash Vale
Anthony Levene of Crowthorne
Sheila Cox of Frimley Green
David Tonkinson of Sandhurst
Wendy Lynam of West Byfleet
Jane Eccles of Farnborough
Douglas Prewer of Yateley
Stephen James of Crowthorne
Ross Dunbar of Fleet
Shaun Murkett of Fleet
Patrick Gilley of Fleet

from the A331 aqueduct to Claycart Bridge,
and
from Chequers Bridge to Double Bridge.

If anyone would like to help fill a gap by becoming a
lengthsman in one of these areas, please contact
the Lengthsman Co-ordinator, Graham Hornsey,
on 01252 623591 or by email to
treasurer@basingstoke-canal@org.uk .

Doreen Hornsey
Membership Secretary

Non-members
If you are not a member of the Society and are
perhaps thinking of joining, you can ask to receive
our regular Basingstoke Canal Bulletin by e-mail
by going to the Society’s home page at
http://www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk/ ,
where the bulletin signup form can be seen on the
right.
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SHCS information
The Bulletin is now at
Issue 8. If you would
like to receive it,
please send your email address to
membership@basingstokecanal.org.uk

Anyone interested in joining the Society
should contact the Membership Secretary,
Mrs Doreen Hornsey, whose contact details
are below.
The annual subscription is Adults £10, Junior
£3, OAP £5, Family £12, 2 OAP £7, and
Group £15, payable on March 1st each year.
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Above: The jungle that has grown above Lock 12, closed because of badly fitting lower gates.
Below: This fallen oak tree below Lock 4 was rapidly removed by the rangers. Photo: N Searle
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